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Edit Item tool 
 
We have enhanced an existing Edit Item tool and tailored it for use by the MAIN 

libraries.  The tool was developed by a member of another consortium and is being used 

by different libraries.  The Edit Item tool allows you to specify items based on a certain 

criteria, and we will globally change the selected item types.   

 

To request a switch for an item type, please fill out a request form and fax the completed 

form to ILS.  The director’s signature is required for all requests. If the form is not 

complete, we will notify you via email; otherwise we will contact you by phone to review 

the request. There should be only one switch request per form.  

 
We will run a sample test on a small subset and send you the report of the items selected 

and changed. We will reply with the total number of items that would be changed using 

the selection criteria. Please review the output and sign off on the test via an email, or the 

selection criteria can be revised. 

 

The selection can be based on any one or more fields from the ‘Title selection’, ‘Call 

Number Selection’ and ‘Item Selection’ tabs.  

      
   Title Selection 
 

 
 
                                   
 
 
 
 
 
 



  Call Number Selection 
 

 
 

            Item Selection 
 

 
 

 

I am sending the request form separately for your review. For easy access to the form, we 

will post this on our website at the following address: 

http://helpdesk.mainlib.org/documents/ 
 
Next ILS Report 
 
ILS is rewriting reports for 1st and 2nd overdue notices, and bills for their next project.  

This report will format overdue notices and bills on a standard letter size special form 

that can be printed on any laser printer. 



New Training Video  

 
A new training video covering on renewing a user's library privileges (Part one and two) 

is now online at the OLIS Technology Training Web page at the following address: 

 
http://helpdesk.mainlib.org/training/new_training.php 
 
 
Addition to the MAIN web catalog 

 
A new library ‘Your Online library’ was added to the MAIN catalog to house 

approximately 1,500 downloadable overdrive records.  The virtual library provides a 

direct link to the patrons to download popular audio material either from their local 

library or from home.  

 

This project required multiple hours of effort on the part of the ILS team members who 

ensured that the library which was initially set up on the production server would be 

correctly copied on the test server using our regular copy-over protocol, where this new 

library could be tested. Since the test system is used for testing ILS changes before 

moving them to production, the files with these changes are preserved to prevent them 

from being overwritten by production during copy-over.  To successfully copy the new 

library from production to the test, these preserved files had to be touched. ILS team 

members’ planning made this copy-over a smooth transition.  

A new login was also created to be just used with the new library. 

 

 
New web catalog changes for the audio books 
 
A number of changes to the web catalog were made to further assist patrons in finding 

and downloading the audio books.  

 

1) A new announcement was added to be displayed on the login screen for two weeks. 

              

2) On the Quick Search screen, a checkbox was included for Search only Downloadable 

Audio books.  

 

3) The Search Tips file will be updated to search and find all titles to enter downloadable 

limited by you online library or checking the new checkbox. 

 

4) An item type icon was added (computer, lightning & headphones).  

 

5) The recently-added link to ‘Downloadable Audio books’ in the top blue navigation 

area will be retained. This gives patrons another choice--to go directly to the Listen NJnw 

catalog and search in that catalog. 

 

 



 


